DEMERS BEAULNE
CASE STUDY

REDUCING COMPLEXITY WITH
NETGOVERN ARCHIVE &
EDISCOVERY

“

I like dealing with local companies and NetGovern, besides

bringing many of the functionalities we needed under one
umbrella, is very easy to deal with & use, responsive, and
bilingual. We’re in our second contract now. The price we pay
versus the value we get is quite a good ROI and we’ve been very
satisfied with how things work.

”

David Fox
Director of IT Services
Demers Beaulne

www.netgovern.com

CLIENT OVERVIEW
Demers Beaulne is a Canadian accounting firm based
out of Montreal. Trained as chartered professional
accountants, entrepreneurs Jacques Demers and
Paul Beaulne founded Demers Beaulne in 1979,
specializing in small and medium-sized businesses in
Quebec. In light of their mission to support companies
and contribute to their growth, they expanded their
services over time, gradually adding tax services,
grant research services and inssurance, and then
outsourcing, forensic accounting, financing and
bankruptcies. Demers Beaulne, celebrating its fortieth
anniversary this year, has a reputation for the
trustworthiness of its professionals, the quality and
variety of its services, and its lasting relationships.

Two years ago, the company migrated to Office 365
and started using an entry-level O365 plan after
learning that Microsoft now has data centers in
Canada. Once that was done, they looked at
NetGovern Archive to keep their rapidly-growing data
stores lean, improve on the searching abilities
provided by their original archiving solution, and
ensure the defensibility & security of their preserved
data. According to David Fox, the firm’s director of IT
Services, the decision was based primarily on
NetGovern’s more granular, user-friendly, and capable
information search capabilities, but also on its ability
to manage the information lifecycle of user’s
mailboxes, saving space in their live system while still
having a copy of everything.

CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS
VITAL STATS

1. Centralize capabilities from multiple software

• Client since 2015

solutions into one.
2. Work with a local vendor.

• Email storage limitations

3. Find an affordable, easy to deploy solution that

• Need to host their data in Canada
• Archiving and search issues

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

wasn‘t complicated to use.

EASING END-USER ADOPTION
After using NetGovern for some time, the firm noticed
that the simple end-user web interface minimized

Before deploying NetGovern, Demers Beaulne was

change management and streamlined their

using another provider to meet the long-term

productivity. “Our accountants and partners can easily

retention requirements of email for most of the firm’s

search for what they need to, ensuring that clients are

partners and address their related growing storage

served as they need to be,’’ says David. He adds,

problem. With another mail archiving solution, they

“Your search interface is very easy to use. Everything

used to create a second copy of their mail, some

is laid out nicely. Performing advanced searches is

dating back to 1992, so users could delete messages

also very simple. You fill in the fields you want to

from their mailboxes once their storage quotas were

choose, select dates from a drop-down. It’s very

reached. But storage kept growing at an alarming rate

user-friendly.”

and they couldn’t easily expand their on-prem
Exchange server any further. This was in 2005.

Another benefit is that as Demers Beaulne’s

employees go about their day, they sometimes mark

knowledge transfer to other staff.

up their customers’ documents and fill them with
annotations. When the original copy of a document is
required, it’s easy to find by performing a simple
search against their archive or the other locations they

Finally, the latest rollout of NetGovern Archive allowed
for a reduction of almost 75% of the time necessary
for their daily archiving jobs to run.

have access to.

GREAT TECHNICAL SUPPORT

With NetGovern, it’s also easier for employees to get

Even if David has had very few issues to deal with, he

up to speed when taking on a new role and inheriting

still had the opportunity to enjoy NetGovern’s

active customers. They can be provided with access

technical support. On that subject, he laughs and

to the archived messages of the person they are

says he appreciates the fact that the Support team

replacing to research what was discussed or

always answers the phone. Unlike with other

previously agreed upon with customers. This way, the

providers, he’s never had to leave a message and

onboarding process is streamlined, no ball is ever

wait for a follow-up. He also credits the team for

dropped, and Demers Beaulne can keep fortifying its

volunteering tips on how to do things to make work

reputation of delivering quality services.

simpler. He appreciates that the team always follows

DOING MORE WITH LESS

up on any outstanding issues, even remembering why
he called in the past without the need to mention a

With only one IT worker for every 100 end users, the

support ticket number. David says, “I find your

team responsible for supporting all of Demers

Support team very easy to deal with.”

Beaulne’s activities is fairly small, which makes doing
more with less especially important. By centralizing

THE BOTTOM LINE

instead of two, the firm’s IT team reduced the amount

“

of time needed to manage both solutions. Also, as

and installed. So if peers in the industry or other

every Demers Beaulne’s employee runs their own kind

companies ask my opinion, I would say my

of mini practice, they all have different requirements.

experience with NetGovern has been a very positive

With NetGovern’s flexible and granular policies, IT

one.

the functionalities they needed into one product

implemented a solution that is simple enough for
anyone at the firm to use by themselves while also
being able to scale to even the most demanding
partners. Another factor that’s saving time is the ability
of the IT team to get proxy access to mailboxes to
secure the firm’s precious content while easing the

Your Support team is very, very good. NetGovern

Archive is a fairly easy product to run once it's set up

”

David Fox
Director of IT Services
Demers Beaulne

